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Steve Hindle, Huntington Library, San Marino, California;
Jane Humphries, University of Oxford;
Willem M. Jongman; University of Groningen;
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Published in association with the Economic History Society, this paperback
series aims to attract historians interested in economics and economists with an
interest in history by publishing high quality, cutting edge academic research
in the broad field of economic and social history from the late medieval/
early modern period to the present day. Taking as its benchmark international
relevance and excellence it is open to scholars and subjects of any geographical
areas from the case study to the multi-nation comparison.
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P EO P LE, PLACES AND
BUSINESS CULT UR ES

Essays in Honour of
Francesca Carnevali
Edited by PAOLO DI MARTINO,
ANDREW P OPP
& PETE R SC OT T
This collection brings together new research into
nineteenth- and twentieth-century British and European economic
history, socio-cultural history and business history. It is inspired by the
work and legacy of Francesca Carnevali who, throughout her career,
encouraged a lively dialogue between these different disciplines. The
book offers innovative views and perspectives on key debates and
emphasises the connections between economic environments and
wider social and cultural elements. It also considers methodological
issues and emerging approaches in economic history. Topics include
banks and business finance in the nineteenth century, mass-market
retailing and class demarcations, economic microhistory, and
comparative history and capitalism. Economic, business, social and
cultural historians alike will find it of interest.
PAOLO DI MARTINO is Senior Lecturer in International Business
History at the Birmingham Business School, University of
Birmingham. ANDREW POPP is Professor of Business History at the
University of Liverpool. PETER SCOTT is Professor of International
Business History at the University of Reading’s Henley Business School
and Director of Henley’s Centre for International Business History.
CONTRIBUTORS: Andrea Colli, Paolo Di Martino, Leslie Hannah,

Matthew Hilton, Ken Lipartito, Lucy Newton, Andrew Popp, Peter
Scott, Anna Spadavecchia, James Walker, Chris Wickham
£19.99/$25.95 March 2017
978 1 78327 212 9
Library eBook 978 1 78204 942 5
4 b/w illus.; 282pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

ALMSHOUSES IN EARLY
MODERN E NGLAND
Charitable Housing in the
Mixed Economy of Welfare,
1550-1725
ANGEL A NICHOLLS

Almshouses providing accommodation for poor
people are a common feature of the towns and
villages of England, visible representations of historic attitudes towards
the poor. The period after the Reformation saw not only the survival
of many medieval institutions but also a remarkable number of new
foundations, as people from many different backgrounds used their
wealth to revive and remodel this ancient form of provision to meet
new needs. This book addresses a neglected element of English welfare
history, examining the role and significance of English almshouses
in the period 1550 - 1725 and the contribution they made within the
developing welfare systems of the time.
Drawing on archival evidence, the book analyses why almshouses
were founded and the reasons for the continuing popularity of this
particular form of charity; who the occupants were; what benefits
they received; and how residents were expected to live their lives. It
challenges the assumption that Post-Reformation almshouses were
places of privilege for the respectable deserving poor and reveals a
surprising variation in the socio-economic status of almspeople and
their experience of almshouse life.
ANGELA NICHOLLS is Associate Fellow at the University of Warwick.
£19.99/$25.95 March 2017
978 1 78327 178 8
eBook 978 1 78204 960 9 £19.99/$25.95
Library eBook 978 1 78204 937 1
15 b/w illus.; 291pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
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NEW

FORTHCOMING

S LAVERY HINT ER LAND

Transatlantic Slavery and
Continental Europe, 1680-1850
Edited by FELIX BR AHM
& EVE ROSENHAFT

This book focuses on historical actors in
territories that were not directly involved in the
traffic in Africans but linked in various ways
with the transatlantic slave business, the plantation economies that
it fed and the consequences of its abolition. It unearths material
and economic entanglements of the Continental and Atlantic
economies and also proposes a new agenda for the historical study
of the relationship between business and morality. A key theme
of the volume is the question of conscience, or awareness of being
morally implicated in an immoral enterprise. Evidence for subjective
understandings of the moral challenge of slavery is found in individual
actions and statements and also in post-abolition colonisation and
missionary projects.
FELIX BRAHM is Research Fellow at the German Historical Institute in
London. EVE ROSENHAFT is Professor of German Historical Studies,

University of Liverpool.

CONTRIBUTORS: Felix Brahm, Peter Haenger, Catherine Hall, Daniel
P. Hopkins, Craig Koslofsky, Sarah Lentz, Rebekka von Mallinckrodt,
Anne Sophie Overkamp, Alexandra Robinson, Eve Rosenhaft, Anka
Steffen, Klaus Weber, Roberto Zaugg
£17.99/$24.95 June 2016
978 1 78327 112 2,
eBook 978 1 78204 811 4 £17.99/$24.95,
Library eBook 978 1 78204 703 2
12 b/w illus.; 276pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

Cameralism in Practice

State Administration and Economy
in Early Modern Europe
Edited by MARTE N SE PPEL & KE ITH TRIBE
This book discusses the impact of cameralism on the practices
of governance, early modern state-building and economy in
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Europe. It argues that the
cameralist conception of state and economy - a form of ‘science’
of government dedicated to reforming society while promoting
economic development, and often associated mainly with Prussia had significant impact far beyond Germany and Austria. In fact, its
influence spread into Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Portugal, Northern
Italy and other parts of Europe. In this volume, an international set of
experts discusses administrative practices and policies in relation to
population, forestry, proto-industry, trade, mining affairs, education,
police regulation, and insurance. The book will appeal to early
modernists, economic historians and historians of economic thought.
MARTEN SEPPEL is Associate Professor of Early Modern History at the

University of Tartu, Estonia. He holds an MPhil from the University of
Cambridge. KEITH TRIBE has a PhD from the University of Cambridge
and taught at the University of Keele from 1976 to 2002, retiring as
Reader in Economics.

£19.99/$25.95 October 2017
978 1 78327 228 0
304pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

FORTHCOMING

Wor king- Class Family L ife
in England, 1860-1920
FORTHCOMING

S ervants in Rural Europe
1400-1900
Edited by JAN E WHIT TLE

Live-in servants were a distinctive element of early modern society.
Historians have viewed service as a distinct life-cycle stage between
childhood and marriage, which brought both freedom and servility for
young people. It allowed them to leave home and earn a living before
marriage, whilst learning a range of agricultural and craft skills and
reducing their dependence on their parents; at the same time, servants
had limited rights. This collection features a range of methodologies,
reflecting the variety of source materials and approaches available
to historians of this topic in a range of European countries and time
periods. Nonetheless, it demonstrates the strong common themes
that emerge from studying servants and will be of particular interest
to historians of work, gender, the family, agriculture, economic
development, youth and social structure.
JANE WHITTLE is Professor of Rural History at the University of

Exeter.

£19.99/$25.95 October 2017
978 1 78327 239 6
256pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

Fertility Decline and Family Limitation
PAUL ATKINSON

What were the reasons for the nineteenth-century fertility decline in
England?
This book argues that, in a break from cultural norms, rising
aspirations about quality of life were central to the growth of family
limitation among the working class in the two generations prior to
the First World War. Drawing on a sampling approach to cheap local
newspapers with a substantial working class readership, this book
makes evidence available which has never previously been used
in research into the fertility decline. It supplements demographic
analysis with work on household economics and sentiments, exploring
differences in local cultures and local labour markets, including female
and child employment, in a selection of industrial and white-collar
communities. The book shows that national-level explanations of
the declines in fertility are misleading; by contrast, the beliefs and
behaviours of different geographical and occupational communities
were important influences.
PAUL ATKINSON is Senior Research Associate in the Department of
Public Health and Policy at the University of Liverpool.
£19.99/$25.95 November 2017
978 1 78327 213 6
272pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
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C R ISES IN ECO NO MIC
A N D SO CIAL HISTO RY

A Comparative Perspective
Edited by A.T. BROWN,
ANDY BU RN & ROB D OHERT Y
This collection of essays brings together historians
examining social and economic crises from the
thirteenth century to the twenty-first. Crisis is an
almost ubiquitous concept for historians, applicable across (amongst
others) the histories of agriculture, disease, finance and trade. Yet
there has been little attempt to compare its use as an explanatory tool
between these discrete fields of research. This volume breaks down
the boundaries between traditional historical time periods and subdisciplines of history to examine the ways in which past societies
have coped with crises, and the role of crisis in generating economic
and social change. Should we conceptualise a medieval agrarian or
financial crisis differently from their modern counterparts? Were there
similarities in how contemporaries responded to famine or outbreaks
of disease? How comparable are crises within households, within
institutions, or across national and international networks of trade?

POPUL ATION, WE L FARE
AND ECONOMIC CHAN GE
I N BRI TAIN, 1290- 1834
Edited by CHR IS BRIGGS, P. M .
KIT SON & S.J. THOMPSON
The book’s overarching concern is with the
economic and demographic decision-making of
individuals and groups and the extent to which
these were constrained by institutions and resources, and its particular
focus is on population growth: its causes and the welfare challenges it
posed. A distinctive feature of this book is its comparative perspective.
By making systematic comparisons between economic and demographic
developments in pre-industrial Britain and those taking place in various
regions of contemporary Continental Europe and Russia, several
chapters uncover how far Britain in this period was ‘different’.
CHRIS BRIGGS is Lecturer in Medieval British Economic and Social

A.T. BROWN is an Addison Wheeler Research Fellow at the Institute
of Advanced Studies at Durham University. ANDY BURN is a

History at the University of Cambridge and a Fellow of Selwyn
College. P.M. KITSON is a former Research Associate at the Cambridge
Group for the History of Population and Social Structure and ByeFellow of Downing College, Cambridge. S.J. THOMPSON is a former
J.H. Plumb Fellow and Director of Studies in History at Christ’s
College, Cambridge.

CONTRIBUTORS: Peter H. Bent, A.T. Brown, Andy Burn, Catherine

CONTRIBUTORS: Lorraine Barry, Jeremy Boulton, Chris Briggs,
Bruce M.S. Campbell, Tracy Dennison, Nigel Goose, R.W. Hoyle,
Peter Kitson, Julie Marfany, Rebecca Oakes, Sheilagh Ogilvie, Stephen
Thompson, Samantha Williams, Sir Tony Wrigley, Margaret Yates

postdoctoral researcher at the Institute of Medieval and Early Modern
Studies at Durham University. ROB DOHERTY is a doctoral candidate
in history at Durham University.
Casson, Mark Casson, Samuel K. Cohn, Jr., Rob Doherty, Josette
Duncan, Matthew Hollow, Pavla Jirková, Alan Knight, John S. Lee,
Cinzia Lorandini, John Martin, Ranald Michie, Anne L. Murphy,
Pamela Nightingale, John Singleton, Philip Slavin, Paul Warde

£25/$45 November 2015
978 1 78327 042 2
eBook 978 1 78204 659 2 £25/$39.99
5 b/w illus.; 420pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

THE FIR ST CENT U RY
O F W ELFAR E

Poverty and Poor Relief in
Lancashire, 1620-1730
JONATHAN HEALEY

This book, focussing on the developing county
of Lancashire, draws on thousands of individual
petitions for poor relief to peer into the social
and economic world of England’s marginal people. It looks not only at
their struggles with poverty, illness and socio-economic upheavals but
also at the strategies of economic survival they adopted. An intensely
human picture surfaces of what it was like to experience poverty at a
time when the seeds of state social welfare were being planted.
JONATHAN HEALEY is University Lecturer in English Local and Social

History and Fellow of Kellogg College, University of Oxford.

An extremely good book which heralds a welcome new examination of
the poor law in this period. It will be of great interest to scholars interested
in welfare and economic history, as well as this rich and previously
untapped set of sources for the seventeenth century. ARCHIVES
Recommended. CHOICE
£19.99/$25.95 September 2014
978 1 84383 956 9,
eBook 978 1 78204 370 6 £19.99/$25.95,
Library eBook 978 1 78204 369 0
2 b/w illus.; 335pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

£25/$34.95 December 2014
978 1 84383 955 2,
eBook 978 1 78204 394 2 £19.99/$34.95,
Library eBook 978 1 78204 393 5
362pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

PUBL I SHI NG BUSI NE SS I N
E I GHTE E NTH-CE NTU RY
E NGLAND
JAME S R AVEN
Publishing Business assesses the contribution of the
business press and the publication of print to the
economic transformation of England in the long
eighteenth century. A pivotal change in the book
trades, apparent from the late seventeenth century, was the increased
separation of printers from bookseller-publishers, from the skilled artisan
to the bookseller-financier who might have no prior training in the
printing house. This book examines the broader social relationship between
publication and the practical conduct of trade in the age of Enlightenment.
JAMES RAVEN is Professor of Modern History at the University of
Essex and a Fellow of Magdalene College Cambridge.
An innovative and exciting book [which] represents a major scholarly
achievement and step forward not simply in linking the history of printing and
trade, but in challenging influential trends in eighteenth-century historiography
more broadly... It deserves to be read by anyone interested in the social,
economic, educational or political history of eighteenth-century Britain. HISTORY
[An] exceptionally fertile and knowledgeable book. ARCHIVES
Convincingly shows that the printing business did more than profit from the new
information age - it had a key role in sustaining the “English miracle”.
TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

£19.99/$25.95 September 2014
978 1 84383 910 1,
eBook 978 1 78204 373 7, £19.99/$25.95
Library eBook 978 1 78204 372 0
348pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
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C H ILD WO R KER S AND
I N D UST R IAL HEALT H I N
B R ITAIN, 1 7 8 0 -1 8 5 0

L ANDLORDS AND
TE NANTS IN BRITAI N,
1440-1660

Tawney’s Agrarian Problem Revisited
Edited by JANE WHIT TLE

PETER KIRBY
The book explores the deformities, fevers,
respiratory complaints, industrial injuries and
physical ill-treatment which have long been
associated with child labour in the industrial
workplace. The result is a more nuanced picture
of child health and child labour during the classic ‘factory age’ which
raises important questions about the enduring stereotype of the healthimpaired and abused industrial child.
Kirby’s book challenges the traditional view of industrial child labor and
establishes a research agenda for the future. JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC HISTORY
An excellent introduction to the topic for students and researchers alike.
ECONOMIC HISTORY REVIEW

An impressive monograph [and] a masterly survey of the field. ... Essential
reading to bring up to date all who work or teach in this field. HISTORY
An elegantly written exploration. Recommended. CHOICE
£19.99/$25.95 September 2013
978 1 84383 884 5,
eBook978 1 78204 413 0 £19.99/$25.95,
Library eBook 978 1 78204 401 7
5 b/w illus.; 224pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB

R.H. Tawney’s Agrarian Problem in the Sixteenth
Century (1912) surveyed landlord-tenant
relations in Britain from 1440 to1660, the period
of emergent capitalism and rapidly changing property relations that
stands between the end of serfdom and the more firmly capitalist
system of the eighteenth century. Here, Tawney’s book is re-evaluated
by leading experts in agrarian and legal history and those who have
conducted important local studies. The balance of power between
landlords and tenants determined how the wealth of agrarian England
was divided in this crucial period of economic development - this
book reveals how this struggle was played out.
The book’s overall achievement is to nuance many of the views and arguments
of Tawney while simultaneously exploring current and future questions in early
modern agrarian history. LANDSCAPE HISTORY
£17.99/$24.95 August 2013
978 1 84383 850 0,
eBook 978 1 78204 445 1 £17.99/$24.95,
Library eBook 978 1 78204 133 7
256pp, 23.4 x 15.6, PB
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